Abstract-In impedance computed tomography, a xed coef cient regularizationalgorithm has been frequently used to improve the ill-conditioningproblem of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. However, a lot of experimental data and a long period of computation time are needed to determine a good smoothing coef cient because a good smoothing coef cient has to be manually chosen from a number of coef cients and is a constant for each iteration calculation. Thus, sometimes the xed coef cient regularization algorithm distorts the information or fails to obtain any effect. In this paper, a new adaptive smoothing coef cient algorithm is proposed. This algorithm automatically calculates the smoothing coef cient from the eigenvalue of the ill-conditioned matrix. Therefore, the effective images can be obtained within a short computation time. Also the smoothing coef cient is automatically adjusted by the information related to the real resistivity distribution and the data collection method. In our impedance system, we have reconstructedthe resistivity distributions of two phantoms using this algorithm. As a result, this algorithm only needs one-fth the computation time compared to the xed coef cient regularization algorithm. When compared to the xed coef cient regularization algorithm, it shows that the image is obtained more rapidly and applicable in real-time monitoring of the blood vessel.
INTRODUCTION
The most common medical computerized tomographies (CT) are X-ray CT imaging and magnetic resonance imaging CT imaging. X-ray imaging has excellent spatial resolution. However, it also damages the tissue. MRI can also produce excellent spatial resolution and does no damage to the patient; however the instrument is very heavy and expensive. That is why these techniques are limited to medical applications. For example, it is not suitable for living tissue analysis and monitoring. Also it is impossible to make free use of these instruments in compliance with various special-purpose requests.
Impedance CT is one of the new technologies which has the potential for important applications in medicine.
There are some unique advantages of impedance CT, such as low cost, its simple mechanism and easy operation. In addition, impedance CT does no harm to the body. It is capable of obtaining several different signals related to the human body in real-time or repeatedly by non-invasive measurements. Therefore, it is highly suitable for long-term monitoring. Because of these advantages, this technology should have a wide range of clinical applications. For example, it can be used in blood, pulmonary perfusion and ventilation analysis [1, 2] , and to observe speci c areas during an endoscope operation.
The purpose of electrical impedance tomography is to nd out the resistivity distribution at all points in a plane (or volume) of interest. To nd the value of the resistivity distribution, it employs the surface measuring voltages and the surface injecting current. It is impossible to obtain the resistivity distribution using its general analytic method. Therefore, many reconstruction algorithms [3 -7, 9, 10, 12] have been developed to solve this complicated numerical problem. Barber et al. described an equipotential-lines algorithm [3] , which backprojects the potential difference between two equipotential lines on the surface to the resistivity value in the inside area between those two equipotential lines. Following this, Barber and Seagar developed a fast ltered backprojection method [4] . Kotre developed a sensitivity coef cient algorithm [5] which shows that this algorithm would produce less accurate images when compared to an iterative non-linear reconstruction algorithm, although it has advantages in both speed and stability. This algorithm has also been used in three-dimensional electrical impedance tomography in a study conducted by Metherall et al. [6] .
Kim et al. introduced a perturbation algorithm [7] . They calculated the perturbation matrix by changing the resistivity of one element and the change of currents at current-measuring electrodes by using the nite element method. They reconstructed the images by the percentage change in currents caused by objects inside, using the perturbation matrix.
Yokey et al. used computer simulations to compare the performance of the different non-adaptive algorithms [8] . They pointed out that the Newton-Raphson algorithm provides signi cantly better reconstructions than any of the other algorithms. The Newton-Raphson algorithm is an iterative reconstruction algorithm speci cally developed for non-linear problems.
However, the performance of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is limited by a divergence from the ill-conditioned matrix caused by measurement error. It results in large reconstruction errors and sometimes fails to obtain any image.
